
Learning@Home grid 10 – Year 2                                                                                       Key - Purple Mash (PM), Mathletics (M)                                 

Everyday English  Maths Topic 

Practise reading each day – 

why not have a look at the 

‘Making Reading Fun’ sheet to 

help you.  

Write a recount about what you did 

in the Half Term. Try to include a 

variety of sentence openers (next, 

additionally, after that). 

Task 1: Name 2D shapes – matching 

game 

Life Processes – Look at the PowerPoint slides then 

complete the worksheet. 

Computer option 
Access Oxford Owl website 

Extra Practice Zone 

Computer option 
As above using Seesaw 

Computer option 
2D shape pairs matching game. 

Computer option 
As above 

Practice your times tables, 

including division facts for 2s, 

5s and 10s. 

Edit it your ‘Leopards Drum’ story 

map from last week. Can you 

change the main character, the 

drum and two other animals? 

Task 2: Which 2D shapes can you find 

around your house? Tell me how you 

know it’s that shape. For example: A 

clock is a circle because it has no corners 

and 1 continuous side. 

Dead, alive or never alive - Look at the PowerPoint 

slides then complete the worksheet. 

Computer option  (PM) 

Hit the Button – (type into 

google)  

2race   

Computer option 

As above using Seesaw 
 
 

Computer option 
2D shape quiz 

Computer option  (PM) 
As above 

Handwriting – remember to 

use your lead in lines. Practise 

the letters below: ‘s, f, x’ 
 
Spellings:  
Level 1: I, 

you, your, they 

Level 2: any many great break 

steak 

Level 3: head, bread, meant, 

instead, read 

Using your edited story map from 

yesterday, write your own version 

of ‘Leopards Drum’ with your new 

characters.  

Task 3: Sorting 2D shapes. Wellbeing Wednesday - Beat bullying poster. 

 
 

Computer option 
As above using Seesaw 

Computer option 
As above 

Computer option 

2Do: Beat bullying. 

Can you identify which words need 

the ‘er’ and ‘ness’ suffixes? 

Task 4: Draw 2D shapes. Read the clue 

then name and draw the shape. 

African dance.   If you aren’t able to access YouTube, 

create your own version of an African dance. 

Computer option 
As above using Seesaw 

Computer option 

As Above 
 

Computer option 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvXSbuEwd1M  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewqq-3xJFdI 

Can you write a diary entry for 

everyday you’re not in school?  
Task 5: Create repeating patterns using 

2D shapes. 
 African shields. 

Computer option 
As above using Seesaw. 

Computer option 

2Paint- Draw shapes to create a 

repeating pattern. 
 

Computer option 
2Paint: African shield. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvXSbuEwd1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewqq-3xJFdI

